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Curriculum Change Proposal
“Change Prerequisites for Business Forecasting”

DETAILS

Change prerequisites for 0507.600 Business Forecasting

From: Quantitative Methods for Business Decision Making
(0507.500) or Integrative Managerial Skills (0501.518)
To: Admission to the MBA Program or permission of MBA Director

SPONSOR

Jooh Lee, Department of Management/MIS

RATIONALE

Quantitative Methods for Business Decision Making has not been offered for several years. As a result of a series of curriculum proposals introduced in Spring 2003, the quantitative topics were removed from the Integrative Managerial Skills class, so it no longer makes sense to require that class as a prerequisite for Business Forecasting. The MBA Program admission standards require sufficient quantitative skills to succeed in this class.

CURRICULAR EFFECT

This proposal will have no effect on course offerings in the College of Business.
Revised Catalog Description (note: only the prerequisites have changed)

0507.600 Business Forecasting 3 s.h.
(Prerequisite: Admission to the MBA Program or permission of MBA Director)

This course is designed to acquaint the graduate student with the advanced statistical forecasting techniques. Upon completion of the course, the student should be able to identify a forecasting problem, gather data and use computerized statistical packages to obtain solutions, analyze results, determine the validity and reliability of the model, and if necessary, recommend alternative methods to solve the model. This course may not be offered annually.
November 20, 2003

To Whom It May Concern:

I have read the curriculum change proposal for a “Change of Prerequisites for Business Forecasting.” I fully support this proposal. As indicated in the proposal, the previous pre-requisites were unnecessary given that MBA students enter the program having completed sufficient foundation courses in calculus and statistics. That gives them sufficient preparation in quantitative methods to handle the Forecasting course.

Yours truly,

Richard Parker, PhD
MBA Program Director